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ABSTRACT. - In this article we study the global stability of one-

parameter families of hyperbolic vector fields with simple bifurcations in
three-dimensional manifolds at least in all known cases (see introduction).

RESUME. - L’ objet de ce travail est d’ étudier la stabilite globale
des families a un parametre de champs de vecteurs hyperboliques avec
bifurcations simples dans les varietes de dimension trois. Cette etude est
faite au moins dans les cas connus (voir Ie preliminaire).

1. INTRODUCTION

We first recall that the global stability (see definition in Section 2)
of one-parameter families of vector fields {X~}, E [0,1] with simple
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120 S. PLAZA AND J. VERA

recurrences (that is, for each parameter value, the nonwandering set
of X~ is constituted solely by a finite number of critical elements, i.e.,
singularities and periodic orbits) was studied by Palis and Takens in [P-T]
for gradient vector fields and by Labarca in [La] for many cases of quasi-
transversal intersection orbits and the remaining cases were completed by
himself and Plaza in [La-P~]. The study of the stability or not of the
bifurcation due to a saddle-node periodic orbit was done by Plaza in [P~]
and in all remaining cases the global stability or not follows from the
articles of Palis and Takens [P-T] and Newhouse, Palis and Takens [N-
P-T]. For families of vector fields on three-dimensional manifolds which
are hyperbolic, say for p  p, and for p = p there exists an orbit of
quasi-transversal intersection between an unstable and a stable manifolds,
the global stability was studied by Vera in [Ve]. It is to be noted that for

higher number of parameters, the question is quite open, except for the
case of two-parameter families of gradient vector fields which was solved
by Carneiro and Palis in [C-P].

In this article we study the global stability of one-parameter families of
vector fields ~X~ ~ that are hyperbolic, say for p  p, and at p == p the
vector field X Ii has a simple bifurcation that unfolds generically, which will
be (i) a saddle-node that is, singularity or periodic orbit, (ii) a flip periodic
orbit, and (iii) a Hopf singularity. Adding this result to those mentioned
above we have a complete study of the global stability of one-parameter
families of vector fields in dimension three, modulus a Conjecture of Palis
and Newhouse (see [N-P]).

In order to obtain the result we must impose some mild nondegenerated
conditions which we explain in the following section.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS

In what follows, M will denote a C°° compact boundaryless n-

dimensional manifold. In the following sections we will impose that

n == 3.

Let x°° (llil ) and denote, respectively, the spaces of C° vector
fields and C°° arcs ~ : I = [-1,1] ~ both endowed with the C°°

Whitney topology. If ~ E we let ~ _ ~X~, ~ where X~ _ 
for each p E I.

First we recall some concepts and results on hyperbolic vector fields.
Let X E we denote by Xt its flow. The nonwandering set 
of X is the set of x E M for which each neighborhood U of x and
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121BIFURCATION AND STABILITY OF FAMILIES OF HYPERBOLIC VECTOR FIELDS 1

each T > 0, satisfies U n 0. Note that the periodic
orbits and singularities, which in the sequel will be called critical elements
of X, belong to O(X) and that is a closed X-invariant set, i. e. ,
Xt(O(X)) = Q(X) for all t E R.
A closed X-invariant set r is a hyperbolic set for X if the tangent bundle

of M restricted to r, TrM, can be written as a Whitney sum of three
DXt-invariant subbundles, TrM = Es g9 EC g9 Eu, and there are constants
c > 0, A > 0 such that for each x E r, we have:

a) E~ is the one-dimensional bundle tangent to the flow of X;

where, respectively, E~ and Ex is the fiber of Es and EU over x.

Let F be the set of singulaties of X (i.e., x E F if and only if X (x) = 0)
and let A be the closure of the set of periodic orbits. We say X satisfies
the Axiom A if, (i) SZ (X ) = F U A, (ii) F is finite and hyperbolic; in
this case hyperbolicity yields E~ = { 0 } and it is equivalent to that for
each x E F, D X (x) has no eigenvalues with null real part, (iii) A is
hyperbolic, as well (iv) F n A = 0 .

It is well known that if X is Axiom A, then there exists a spectral
decomposition of Q = i.e., it can be writen as a disjoint union,
Q = 03A91 U ... U where each Oi is a closed X-invariant set which
contains a dense orbit of X ( i. e., the flow is topologically transitive)
(see [Sm]). The sets Oi used to be called basic sets of X.

In what follows we will say that SZi is nontrivial if it is not a singularity
or an isolated periodic orbit. Let x e M, we define, respectively, the stable
and the unstable set of x as 1Ns (x) _ ~ y e M : 0,
t ~ ~} and 1Nu(x) _ {y E M : d(Xt(x), Xt(y)) ~ 0, t ~ -oo},
where d is a distance function on M induced by a riemannian metric. Now
let q = be the orbit of r. We define, respectively, the stable and
the unstable set of q as = and = 

Note that and are invariant by the flow of X. It is well
known that if 03B3 is a hyperbolic critical element of X or if X satifies
the Axiom A and 03B3 is the orbit of a point x E then 

~V S (~y) and are injectively immersed submanifolds
of M. Let denote the disc of radius ~ centered at x in M then the
connected component of n that contains x, 1N~ (x), and the
connected component of n that contains x, W~ (x), depend
differentiably on x. Furthermore, = E~ and = E~ .
Vol. 14, n° 1-1997.



122 S. PLAZA AND J. VERA

Let X be an Axiom A vector field, we say that X satisfies the strong
transversality condition if for each orbit q C M, transversally
intersects W u ( ’Y) .
We say that X E x°° (M) is hyperbolic if it satifies the Axiom A and the

strong transversality condition. It is well known that if X is hyperbolic then
it is structurally stable (see [Ro], [Rob]), that is, there is a neighborhood
U of X in XOO (M) such that each Y e U is topologically equivalent
to X, this last assertion means that there is a homeomorphism, called
topological equivalence, h : M ~ M which sends orbits of X into orbits
of Y preserving their orientation time. Respect to this last assertion we
have the following remark: let X be a hyperbolic vector field and let

S2i be a basic set of X, then for each Y E XOO ( M) , C"-close to X,
which may be chosen to be hyperbolic (the set of hyperbolic vector fields
is an open set in x°° (M)), there is a homeomorphism (over its images)
h : M, C~’ -close to the inclusion map such that h(SZi ) = Qz (Y) is a
hyperbolic basic set for Y and h is unique up to a composition of h with
a homeomorphism ~ : 03A9i ~ ni close to the inclusion map which leaves
invariant the orbits of X restricted to ni.
Now let X E x°° (M). We say that X has a weakest contracting (resp.

expanding) eigenvalue, A, at a singularity p if: (i) A is a simple eigenvalue
of DX (p), (ii) ~(A)  0 (resp. ~(A) > 0), and (iii) for all eigenvalue B
of DX(p) with 9t(B)  0 (resp. ~(B) > 0), B ~ A, A,  ~(A)
(resp. ~ ( B ) > ~ ( A) ) . (Here ~ ( z ) denotes the real part of the complex
number z). Similarly, assume that X has a periodic orbit a. Let ~ be a
transversal section to X at q E a and let P be the corresponding Poincare
map. The vector field X is said to have a weakest contracting (resp.
expanding) eigenvalue, A, at a if: (i) A is a simple eigenvalue of DP(q),
(ii) IAI  1 (resp. IAI > 1 ), and (iii) for all eigenvalue B of DP ( q ) , with
IBI  1 (resp. IBI > 1), B ~ A ; A, IBI  IAI (resp. IBI > 
We now recall some concepts related to one-parameter families of vector

fields. Let {X~}, E and be orbits of X~,
and Y;, respectively. We say that {X~} at p) is locally equivalent
to {Y~} at (i, if there are intervals I, I c I, with p E I ; ~c E I
and a neighborhood U of the closure of y in M and a homeomorphism
(over its images) == p(~)), where
p : (7,~) 2014~ (I, ,u) is a reparametrization and : U -~ is a

topological equivalence between and and == i. We
say that ~X~ ~ E Xl (M) is locally stable at (y, p) or that the pair (y, p) is
stable if there is a neighborhood U of {X~} in such that for each

U, there is a parameter value  near p and an orbit I of Y; near 03B3

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire



such that {X~} at (y, p) is equivalent to at (1, Furthermore, we
say that {X } E is stable at  E I, if there exists a neighborhood
U of ~X~ ~ in xf (M) such that for each E U, there is a parameter
value ~c E I near p and a homeomorphism H : M x I - M x I where
I, respectively I, is a neighborhood of /7, respectively of ,~, in I and

H(x, == p(~c)), with p : (I, p) - (I, ji) a reparametrization and
h, : M - M is a topological equivalence between X~ and and the

map I - h, is continuous.

Let now ni and nj be basic sets of the vector field X we put H.
if ni) n # 0 and we say that X has no cycles
among its basic sets if there are no sequences f~,..., k > 1 of basic
sets such that nik = 03A9i1 and 1, ..., k - 1. It is well
known that if X is Axiom A and there are no cycles among its basic sets,
then the partial order "~ can be extended to a total order, ~’B so that

OJ if and only if z  j .
In what follows we will consider one-parameter families of vector fields,

E for which there exists a first bifurcation value p E I, that
is, X Ii is non structurally stable and for each   p, X  is hyperbolic, and

... ~ ... ~ 

and for == Ji the vector field has one and only one orbit y along
which it is non locally stable. In this article we will only consider the cases
in which y is an orbit of the following type:

( 1 ) an isolated saddle-node singularity,
(2) an isolated Hopf singularity,
(3) an isolated flip periodic orbit,
(4) an isolated saddle-node periodic orbit,
(5) a flip periodic orbit arising from two hyperbolic periodic orbits inside

a basic set (which may be an attractor, a repellor or of saddle type).
Remark. - If the vector field has a saddle-node periodic orbit inside

a basic set, then {X~} is non stable at ~; this follows from [Ma-P] or [P~].

3. RESULTS

In what follows we will suppose dim M = 3. In this paragraph we will
specify in a more precise way the set of one-parameter families of vector
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124 S. PLAZA AND J. VERA

fields that we will study. For this we specify some generic conditions (the
nondegenerated mild conditions mentioned in the Introduction).

Let Fi C the set characterized as follows: (X,) E Fi if

and only if

1) there exists a parameter value p E I, so that for p  #, X~ is a
hyperbolic vector field, and for each p E I, X ~ has no cycles among its
basic sets and the order above holds.

2) p, the vector field X Ii has one and only one basic set, say
which is nonhyperbolic and may be of the following type:

(i) if is a singularity, then it is an isolated saddle-node or a Hopf
singularity, which unfolds generically at p (for definition see [P-T] or

[La-P~]);

(ii) if is a periodic orbit, then it is an isolated saddle-node or an

isolated flip periodic orbit, which unfolds generically at ~;
(iii) if is a nontrivial basic set, then there exists a unique non

hyperbolic periodic orbit ~y contained in which is a flip periodic orbit
unfolding generically at /L

Let now r2 C r1 be the set characterized as follows: ~X~ ~ E r2 if

and only if at the first bifurcation value p = p of the vector field

X = Xli, depending on the case, satisfies the following generic conditions:

1) saddle-node singularity. Let be the saddle-node singularity
of X. In this case, it is well known that V~(cr) = {y E M :

0, t - ~} is a C°° injectively immersed submanifold
with boundary, = called the strong stable manifold,
and characterized as follows {y e M : d(Xt(x), 
c ~ e’~ - d(x, y) , t > 0}, where c and A are positive constants. Analogously,
for 1N~(~) _ {y EM: : 0, t - oc}, its

boundary = {y e M : 
c . e"~~ - > 0~ is called the strong unstable manifold. In this

case, we impose the following generic condition: for each basic set, 
j- ~ ~ is transversal to and to and 

is transversal to and to where respectively
denote the classical center-stable, respectively center-unstable,

manifold of a.

2) Hopf singularity. Let = a, be the Hopf singularity of X.
We suppose that for p  /7, dim = 2. At the parameter value

~c = ~c, we impose the following generic condition: for each basic set

and are transversal, respectively, to

and to Wu(03C3). Analogously, if = 2 for   #.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire



125BIFURCATION AND STABILITY OF FAMILIES OF HYPERBOLIC VECTOR FIELDS

3) isolated flip periodic orbit. Let = a be the isolated flip periodic
orbit of X. It is well known that in this case, there exist the strong stable and
the strong unstable manifold for the Poincare map, PJi, associated to the flip
periodic orbit a, denoted respectively by Wss (q) and by q E a,
these manifolds are P,-invariant. In this case we impose the following
generic condition: for each basic set SZ~,~, j ~ i, and W s 
are transversal, respectively, to and to 

4) isolated saddle-node periodic orbit. Let = a be the isolated
saddle-node periodic orbit of the vector field X. We let Eg c M
be a transversal section to the flow of X at a point q E a, so

that ~ = x ~~c~ is a transversal section to the vector field
= defined on M x h, where h C I is a small

neighborhood of p. Then the Poincare map P = ~ P~ ~ of X is an

arc of saddle-node diffeomorphisms and in this case at the bifurcation

value, p = /7, there are the following rigidity conditions: (i) in a center
manifold of q, W ~ (q), there exists a unique C°° vector field, Z, such
that = Zt=l, and if we let 
be a conjugacy between the corresponding Poincare maps of two nearby
arcs having a bifurcation due to a saddle-node periodic orbit, then h, is
a conjugacy between the corresponding C°° vector fields Z and Z; (ii)
a conjugacy between the Poincare maps associated to two nearby one-
parameter families ~X~ ~ and of vector fields bifurcating through
saddle-node periodic orbits, say a and 7, respectively, must send leaves
of the strong stable (resp. of the strong unstable) foliation of X~ into the
corresponding ones of We say that a basic set of X ji is s-critical
(resp. u-critical) if there exists a tangency orbit between and the

strong stable foliation, 7~~ (resp. between and the strong unstable
foliation ~"). From [P~] it follows that if is a non trivial basic set
or a periodic orbit or a singularity with complex weakest contraction (resp.
expansion) which is s-critical (resp. u-critical), then is non stable at /L
Taking the latter into account, we impose the following generic condition:
If there exists an s-critical (resp. u-critical) basic set, then it is a

singularity with real weakest contraction (resp. real weakest expansion) .
On the other hand it is easy to see that if the s-criticality (resp. u-criticality)
is non generic, i. e., the contact between and (resp. between
vVs and .~~‘~‘ ) along the orbit of s-criticality (resp. u-criticality) is non
quadratic, then {X } is non stable at  (see or [Ma-P] ), analogously if
there are two or more s-criticalities (resp. u-criticalities), then ~X~ ~ is non
stable at  (see or [Ma-P]). Therefore we impose the following generic
condition: If there exists an orbit of s-criticality (resp. u-criticality), then it

Vol. 14, n° 1-1997.



126 S. PLAZA AND J. VERA

is the unique orbit of tangency between and (resp. between
and it is generic, and is a singularity with real weakest

contraction (resp. real weakest expansion). This condition is not sufficient
for the stability of our family, thus we furthermore impose the following
condition: Let x the unique point of tangency between (resp.
between and (resp. and We suppose that a center
unstable (resp. center stable) manifold, (resp. of

is transversal to (resp. to in a neighborhood of x in ~q.
(See Figure 1.)

Let E r2 and let p its first bifurcation value. Since, for p 
X JL is hyperbolic, we have an order:

between the basic sets of X JL. At the parameter value /z = /~ we have a

simple bifurcation which we will study in the following order:

(I) Isolated saddle-node singularity;
(II) Isolated Hopf singularity;
(III) Isolated flip periodic orbit;

Annales de l’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Analyse non linéaire



127BIFURCATION AND STABILITY OF FAMILIES OF HYPERBOLIC VECTOR FIELDS

(IV) Isolated saddle-node periodic orbit;
(V) Flip periodic orbit arising from a hyperbolic periodic orbit inside

a basic set.

Note that in the cases (I), (II), (III) and (IV) the bifurcation occurs outside
the nontrivial basic sets of Xjl. In each case we will assume that we have
the following order among their basic sets:

i. e., for J1  ~c there are two hyperbolic singularities = Si,JL and
= collapsing at = ~c, creating the saddle-node singularity

= s that disappears for p > /~.

i.e., for   71, the singularity = s, is hyperbolic and for  = 
is non hyperbolic and has eigenvalues 03BB = 

b # 0 and for p appear a periodic orbit and the singularity 
became hyperbolic, but changes its index of stability.

i.e., for p  , 03A9i,  is a hyperbolic periodic orbit and for  = , 03A9i,  is
a generic flip periodic orbit and for  > p, is a hyperbolic periodic
orbit arising from the flip bifurcation.

i. e. , for    there are two hyperbolic periodic orbits, and 

collapsing at /z = ~, creating the saddle-node periodic orbit that
disappears for ~c > fl.

Vol. 14, n ° 1-1997.



128 S. PLAZA AND J. VERA

i.e., for p  j1 in there is a hyperbolic periodic orbit such that for
= j1, it became a generic flip periodic orbit and for p > p, is

a hyperbolic basic set and is a periodic orbit arising from the flip
bifurcation.

Now, let == {p E I : p is a bifurcation value of {X~}}. The
set B({X~}) is called the bifurcation set of the 
With the above notations, we have

THEOREM. - Let ~X~ ~ E F2 and let p E its first bifurcation
value. is stable at p.

Proof. - We give the proof in each case as was itemized above.

I. Isolated saddle-node singularity

Let {X~}, E r2 be close families, and p E B({X~}), ~ E
B ( ~ X ~ ~ ) be the corresponding first bifurcation values. Each time we make
a construction for the family }, we assume that a similar construction
is made for each close family {Y~} E r2 .

Without loss of generality we suppose that dim = 2. For

simplicity we use the notation s = We also assume that for p  p ,
X~ has two hyperbolic singularities and near s collapsing for
p = p in the saddle-node singularity s and dissapearing for ~, > ~ (see
Figure 2).

As in [Ve] we define compatible systems of stable and unstable

foliations (7g)k and (7/)k, respectively, and a compatible selection

of leaves, R, between the respective foliations. The construction of the
compatible system of foliations is the same as in [Ve] but we have
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to take some care in the construction of and R over these
two foliations: Let U be a small neighborhood of s. If I is a small

neighborhood of /2, then in the neighborhood U x I of (s, ~u) we have
a center stable and a center unstable manifolds, and a center manifold
for the vector field = (X~(~),0) denoted, respectively, by

> 
= and

we (s) = x {/~}. Furthermore, in U x I we have an X-
invariant foliation of codimension two, called the stable-unstable

foliation, with leaves transversal to W ~ ( s ) . The intersections 
and n give us, respectively, the strong stable foliation, 
and the strong unstable foliation, of s. These foliations having as
distinguished leaves, the strong stable manifold, and the strong
unstable manifold, of s, respectively. Note that for each p E I,

n (M x (resp. W~~‘(s) - n (M x 
is the union of leaves of (resp. 

Fundamental domain in (W ~~‘ ( s ) ) and fences

In order to construct a fundamental domain for the vector field X
in we proceed as in [P-T] : first, in we take a cylinder C
transversal to the strong stable foliation and disjoint from all connected
components of that not intersects z - 1, i.e., C is
taken so that n C is transversal to in C. Take a disc D in
a leaf of FSS so that the boundary of D intersects the boundary of C, we
have that the union (7 U D is a fundamental domain for X ~ ~ ~, S ~ S ) . Now we
define a fence E~ over this fundamental domain in such a way that it is
the union of a disc contained in a leaf of containing D and a cylinder
transversal to that contains C p, (see Figure 3).

For  E I we choose a continuous family of C1 discs, D , in 
and a continuous family of C2 cylinders, C~, C = C~, such that

is diffeomorphic to ( C U D ) x I and it is a fundamental
domain for the vector field X restricted to = Define
a continuous family of fences such that E~ . is the fence of above and
for every , 03A3si,  is the union of a disc contained in the leaf of 

containing D~ and a cylinder K~ transversal to containing The
same construction applies for families {~}.
As in [Ve] we define a -dependent compatible systems of unstable

foliations ~.~’1,~, ... , and ~.~l,P~~) , ... , for the families

and respectively, and a compatible selection of leaves, R,
over these foliations, sending leaves of into leaves of .~’~,P~~), where
p is a parametrization as in [P-T].

Vol. 14, n° 1-1997.
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Now we define a -dependent one dimensional foliation over 

To do this we first observe that we may assume that discs are contained
in the unstable manifold of a trivial repellor (transversality condition).
Define over as the intersection between B~, and the leaves of

To define over take the intersection between and the

X~-saturated of every leaf of 1 C j  i - l, and then extend to a
-depedent one-dimensional foliation (same technique as in [Ve]). In the
same way, we define and .i~u~. To define R between the leaves of 
and .~2 P(~~ we proceed as in [P-T] for the leaves of contained in the

cylinder K~ and as in [Ve] for the leaves of contained in the disc B~ .
For the remaining indices, z + 1,... n, we define the fences and Ej
the foliations, and and the selection R, the same way as in [Ve].
A similar construction gives us compatible system of unstable foliations

... , ..., 7),, ) , 7(, , ... , and a compatible
selection R between the leaves of these foliations. From these contructions
the topological equivalence between the families follows as in [Ve], of
course in a neighborhood of s we define the equivalence as in [P-T].
When dim = 3 we define ~i,~ like the union of a cylinder, C~,

transversal to the strong stable manifold (see Figure 4), disjoint
from all the connected components of that no intersect 
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BIFURCATION AND STABILITY OF FAMILIES OF HYPERBOLIC VECTOR FIELDS 131

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ - 1. and a disc D~ contained in a leaf of that intersects

Take a continuous family of fences (cylinders) such that is

the fence of above and for every is the union of a cylinder, C~,
transversal to the strong stable manifold and a disc D~ contained
in a leaf of that intersect 

To construct a compatible system of unstable foliations and a compatible
selection of leaves between the foliations of and we proceed
as above but for j = i we only foliate the cylinder C~ contained in 
To define the selection R we do it as above, and as in [Ve] the equivalence
follows.

II. Isolated Hopf singularity

Without loss of generality we suppose that the basic set s~ = is
the isolated Hopf singularity and that the bifurcation occurs as it is shown
in Figure 5, (a), (b) and (c)

Vol. 14, n° 1-1997.



132 S. PLAZA AND J. VERA

that is, for

p  Jl: 8/-L is a hyperbolic singularity of saddle-type with complex weakest
contraction. Let A, = a + ib, a  0 and A~ = a - bi the eigenvalues of

p = j1: 8Ji is a nonhyperbolic singularity, and Ap = are

the eigenvalues of ~s~), and

p > j1: s, is a hyperbolic singularity (source) and is an hyperbolic
attracting periodic orbit of saddle-type.

Notation. - =  Jl , = s, and = a, ~c > j1.

r2 be nearby families which have a bifurcation due
to a Hopf singularity s and s, respectively, for nearby parameter values ~
and As before we assume that each time that we make a construction

for {X } then the similar construction is made for each family { }
close to {X~}.

In this case, the construction of a topological equivalence between
close families (X,) is really more simple than case treated
before, isolated saddle-node singularity, because at present case, if

n # 0 for j  z - 1 and .~ > i + 1, then this

intersection is non empty for all  E I, (I c I a small neighborhood
of Furthermore, the topological equivalence 
(I C I a small neighborhood of H(x, == where

p : (I, ~c) - (7, ~c) is a reparametrization and for each p E I, the

restriction H~ = M x ~~~ -~ M is a topological
equivalence between the vector fields and is

made as in [Ve], for this we must note that the fundamental domain for

1NS (s), say C, gives us only a part of the fundamental domain for a small
neighborhood of a, the other part is constructed as in Figure 6.

III. Isolated flip periodic orbit

Without loss of generality we suppose that the bifurcation occurs as
follows:

III(i) Case dim ~Ns (q) = 2, q E a = the isolated flip periodic orbit,
(i.e., = 3) (see Figure 7)

Let P~ : (1~,9) - ( ~ q , q ) be the Poincare map associated to the flip
periodic orbit a. In this case we have, for p > j1 , P~(ql,~) = ?2,~

= and = q,, that q2,~ ~ is a periodic orbit
of period two and it is a sink for P~ .

III(ii) 1, (i.e., dim = 2).
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In this case, is a periodic orbit of period two for P~ and it
is a hyperbolic saddle.

E r2 and  E B((X, ) ) its first bifurcation value such that X
has an isolated flip periodic orbit. Then it is well known that there exists a
neighborhood U of ~X,~ ~ in such that for E U there exists
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a bifurcation value (the first bifurcation value) ~c near p for which has

an isolated flip periodic orbit. As before each time that we make some

construction for the family ~X~ ~ we assume that the similar construction
is maked for each family E U.

Case III(i). For the construction of a topological equivalence between
two nearby families {X } as above, we note that: if

n # 0, then the same holds for  E I (I C I a
small neighborhood of /2). In the present case a fundamental domain for
the associated Poincare map is constructed as in [N-P-T], and following
the method of the s-behavior as in [Ve], it is easy construct a topological
equivalence between two nearby families (X, ) and as above.

Case III(ii) This case is treated in a similar way as case III(i), with the
obvious modifications.

Remark. - The fundamental fact in the above construction is that there

are not mistake between the unstable and the stable manifolds of ~X~ ~ for
all  E I when this fact does not happen for   j1, that is, if we have

control of the behavior of the unstable and the stable manifolds for p  j1,
then we have control of the behavior of these manifolds for all  E I.

IV. Isolated saddle-node periodic orbit

Let {X } E and  ~ B({X }) such that X  has an isolated
saddle-node periodic orbit, say a = We will suppose that for

c there are two hyperbolic periodic orbits, say and 

collapsing for the parameter value p == Jl creating the saddle-node periodic
orbit and disappearing for p > j1. Let q E a and let Eg C M be
a transversal section to X~ at q. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that ~ = is a transversal section to the vector field

X (x, J-L) = (X~ (x) , 0) at (q, where I ç I is a small neighborhood of ~c.
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We will assume that dim WS ( q) = 2 (the other case is analogous)
(see Figure 9)

It is well known that there exists a center manifold of q E a,
= 2, and in we ( q) there exists a ~’’’, r ~ 5, adapted vector

field and at  =  in = n (U x { }) (U a small

neighborhood of q in ~q) there exist a unique vector field, Z, such that
if pc = denotes the restriction of the Poincare map to the center

manifold and for each J--l E I, = = n U x ~~u~ ,
is the arc of Poincare maps, then 7~ = {7~} is an arc of saddle-node

diffeomorphisms (see [N-P-T]) and we have that PZ = (Zt is the

respective flow of the vector field Z). Moreover, if {X J is another

family of vector fields close to we denote by cr = E ~,
and the corresponding (close) saddle-node periodic orbit,
the point in the intersection of ~ with the corresponding transversal

section, and the corresponding arc of saddle-node diffeomorphisms. Then if

~: Y~~(q) -~ ~) _ P(~))~ where p : (I, ~) ~ (1, I~)
(I C I a small neighborhood of ~c) is a reparametrization, and h is a

conjugacy between the arcs of saddle-node diffeomorphisms pc and 7~,
that is, for each ,u G I, Wc (q) ~ Wc03C1( )() is a conjugacy between
the diffeomorphisms P, and then hp o Zt = Zt o hp, where Z
is the corresponding unique vector field defined in W~ (q) such that
7~ = Zt=1, thus hp is a conjugacy between the vector fields Z and Z in
an small neighborhood of q, respectively of q (see [Ta]).
On the other hand, a conjugacy between the arcs =

and = at the parameter
value p == Ji must send leaves of the strong stable foliation into

leaves of the strong stable foliation ws (q) in a compatible way with h p,.
Vol. 14, n° 1-1997.
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Now it is well known that can not exist orbit of s-criticality between the
unstable foliation of a nontrivial basic set or a periodic orbit or a singularity
with complex weakest contraction (see [P~]). Furthermore, if there exists
an orbit of s-criticality between the unstable foliation of z - 1

then = a is a singularity with real weakest contraction and the orbit
of s-criticality must be generic and there is a center unstable manifold of

which is transversal to in a neighborhood of the s-criticality (see
[P~]) (see Figure 10).

Fig. 10.

Note that for p > P we can have orbits of quasi-transversal intersection,
for example if a and /3 (0152 is a singularity with real weakest contraction
and a =S ,~ is a singularity with real weakest expansion) are such that
W~‘ (cx) has a generic orbit of s-criticality with and Ws (,~) intersects
transversally we( q) as in Figure 10.

It is clear that the generic condition "there is a center unstable manifold of
cx which is transversal to in a neighborhood of the s-criticality" implies
that the orbits of quasi-transversal intersection that appear for p > ~ are
generic.
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Now as it is done in [N-P-T] we construct a fundamental domain
in the stable manifold of the vector field = (X,(x), 0) at the

nonhyperbolic periodic orbit (a, /2) and a fundamental domain in the center
manifold W ~(q) = x ~~c~, without loss of generality we may
suppose that, W(/3) n ~q are leaves of the strong stable foliation 
of for this note that, is uniquely determined in W S ( q ) , and
we may extend it to all for this the unique condition required
is that such foliation is P-invariant. Now let denote the projection
along leaves of Let () be the orbit of s-criticality between W u (a) and

and let x denote the point of the orbit () which is in the fundamental
domain, DS(q), of Then we choose the fundamental domain in
such a way that XC == is in the interior of the fundamental domain,
DC ( q) = n DS ( q), of (See Figure 11).
We denote by ye the point of intersection of we(q) and W(/3), and in

this part of we(q) we choose a fundamental domain for in such a

way that ye is in the interior of this domain (see Figure 11 ).

In the above condition, we have the following

LEMMA 1. - ([Ma-P]). Under the above conditions, there are c > 0 and a
strictly monotone sequence of parameter values such that
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( 1 )   n  ~, for all n E N and limn~~ n = 

(2) for each ~c E ~~c - ~, ~c + é] we have that
(a) if ,u ~ for all n E N then has not quasi-transversal intersection

orbits.

(b) for each n E N, ~c~ E B ( ~X~, ~ ~ and has a unique quasi-
transversal intersection orbit between W u ( c~~,,z ) and W S (~~n ) .

Proof. - Note that o P, = P~ 0 ?~ss, and then from Lemma 1 (p. 21 )
of [Ma-P] the result follows.

In what follows, we will take as neighborhood of p the interval
I = ~~c - ~, ~c + ~~ given by the above lemma.

LEMMA 2. - ([Ma-P]). Given E r2 and ~c E as

above. Let xl, ~l E n be two points near q, such that

xl  x~   q  ~l  ~~  and let Z be a C5 vector
field adapted to the arc of saddle-node diffeomorphisms, {Pc }, defined in
a neighborhood of (q, ~c) in we(q). Then there exists a local conjugacy,
H = ( h ; q), between ~ P~ ~ and Zt=l, such that

(~) where (resp. 
is the point of s-criticality (resp. the intersection point of we (q) x ~~c~ and

is in the corresponding fundamental domain for 
(2) (P,~)n(~~(I~)) _ if and only if ~(~)) _ °

Now we have.

LEMMA 3. - ([P.~]). Let E T2 be close families and ~, M E I
its corresponding first bifurcation values, such that X~ and have a

saddle-node periodic orbit a, respectively ~. Let Z, Z denote adapted
vector fields to the arcs of diffeomorphisms ~P~ ~ and ~P~ ~ associated to
the families and respectively. Then there exists a conjugacy
he: " ~q E ~~ q E 3» (h2(~t~» P(F))>
where p : (I, ~c) - (I, M) is a reparametrization and for each ~c E I,
h~ : n I:q x ~~C~ -~ n I:q is a conjugacy between

P~ and and h~ varies continuously with ~c.

Note that p sends the parameter values pn (given by the above Lemma 1 )
into the corresponding ones that is, values pn for which there exists an
orbit of quasi-transversal intersection between (a~n ) and Ws (~~,n ) into
the corresponding parameter values for which there exists an orbit

of quasi-transversal intersection between and W s 

Proof. - Under the above conditions for our arcs in f2, we have:
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(a) There exists a conjugacy h : 1N~(q) --~ between the vector

fields Z and Z, which may be choosen to be differentiable with respect to
the variable x outside the singular points of Z. This conjugacy provides us
a conjugacy between the diffeomorphisms and Zt-1, which we will
denote by h2 = l~), where k : (I, ~c) --~ (I, ~c) is a reparametrization
and for each J--l E I, h2,JL: n (~q x ~~c~) - n (Eg x {~(/~)})
is a conjugacy between (q~ and ~q~ (see [N-P-T]).

(V~) = (j~1))
(b) By the Lemma 2, there are conjugacies
(i) hi : W~(q) --~ between and Zt-1, hi = (hl,u, q),

where (I, //) - (7, /7) is a reparametrization and for each J--l E I, h1,JL :
~(~) -~ a conjugacy between and 

(ii) h3 : between {P~} and Zt=l, h3 = ~7),
where ~ : (7, ji) - (7, is a reparametrization and for each ~ E I, 
1N~ (q) ~ a conjugacy between and j> .

Finally define he: W ~ (q) -~ by /1) == o o

r~(~c)) . Then h~ satisfies the properties required.
Remark. - It is clear that the above constructions are equivalent to

the similar constructions in a fundamental domain of the vector field X,
instead of the Poincare map P~ .

Taking in account the above remark and the s-behavior it is easy to see
that the construction made in [P~] well glues with those made in eVe] for
the s-behavior. Therefore the global stability of our families follows from
the above constructions.

Case V. Flip periodic orbit inside a nontrivial basic set

Example. - A flip periodic orbit is created inside a horseshoe. Let be

a family of two-dimensional diffeomorphisms with a horseshoe for p  /~
as in Figure 12. Let p  and q  be the fixed points of P ,   , and let

~~ be the negative eigenvalue of  ~. We will suppose that

a~ decreases with the parameter ~c, i. e. , for 0  ~  ~, ~~ E] - 1,0[, for
Jl = ~, -1 and for p > ~ a~  -1.

Taking the suspension we construct a family of vector fields for
which at the parameter value p = , there exists a flip periodic orbit 03C3
contained in a nontrivial basic set, say Furthermore, if the flip fixed
point, q~ of {P~} unfolds generically then the same holds for the flip
periodic orbit (7 
Now we will suppose that for p the basic set A, is a hyperbolic

basic set for the vector field and it is of the saddle type.
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Remark. - Since dim M = 3, every one dimensional basic set for an

hyperbolic flow is d-separated (see [N] for the definition).
Note that in this case, for p > ~ X~ is a hyperbolic vector field and

its basic sets close to l~~ consist of a repellor periodic orbit (a source)
running through q  and a nontrivial basic set containing the orbit q1,JL
(= orbit of (see [N]). Note that for p = ~c, Aji is nonhyperbolic since
the point q~ is in and it is nonhyperbolic, but even in this case we have
a DXt, -invariant descomposition, = Es, of the fiber

bundle, and there are constants c > 0 and A > 0, such that:
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2) E~ = (subspace of TqM spanned by the vector Xp(q),
q - 

3) E E;, t > 0, large enough, q ~ 0(p/.).
(8(x) = orbit of the point x).
On the other hand we have that, for all  E I there exists an unstable

foliation, on which the derivative of has exponential expansion,
but for the stable foliation the orbit 8 ( qp) is the unique orbit along
which there exists a nonexponential contraction, using this fact we have a
stable invariant foliation at the parameter value p = jl. From these facts,
the global stability of this bifurcation follows. The proof is similar to the
case of isolated flip periodic orbit, because the existence of the stable and
unstable foliations permit us the use of the s-behavior.

Remark. - Let be a basic set of ~X~ ~ so that for ,~  p, 
is hyperbolic and for  == jl a saddle-node periodic orbit of Xp appears
inside then is nonstable at p. This follows from the fact that
the periodic orbits are dense in and therefore there are infinitely many
periodic orbits whose unstable manifolds intersect the center manifold of
Pp (pp is a point in the saddle-node periodic orbit), and then applying the
results of [Ma-P] or [P~] the proof of the claim is done.
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